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Peerless PumpMULTI

Specifications:

Flowrate
   Up to 1,100 gpm
   (250 m3/hr)

Head
    Up to 2060 feet
    (630 meters)

Pressure
    Up to 913 psi
    (63 bar)

Speed
    Up to 3600 rpm

Shaft Seal
    packed gland,
   mechanical seal

Temperature
    14° to 356° F
    (-10° C to 180° C)
     optional to 392° F (200° C)

Direction of rotation
    counter-clockwise, when
    viewed drive end

Options
    special materials, monitoring
     systems

Peerless PumpMulti Pumps
     Peerless Pumpmulti pumps are horizontal multistage centrifugal pumps
of ring-section design, which meet the technical requirements of ISO 5199
/ EN 25199.
     The advanced modular design reduces the number of parts while maxi-
mizing intergangeability.
     Optimal selection of impeller diameter and diffuser size for each ensures
that the pump closely match the required duty conditions.
Construction
     Different hydraulic impeller and diffuser sizes can be installed in a stan-
dardized casing, thus enabling the pump to be designed exactly for the work-
ing point required.
     Axial thrust is hydraulically balanced by a patented balance drum system
with a self-adjusting throttling device.  Residual thrust is absorbed by a gen-
erously-sized angular contact ball bearing.
There are two options for supporting the pump rotor:
     Bearing �A�: rotor is supported on the drive side by grease lubricated anti-
friction bearings and on the suction side by a self-adjusting sleeve bearing
lubricated by  the pumped liquid.  It is driven from the discharge end and has
only one shaft seal.
     Bearing �B�:  rotor is supported on both sides by grease lubricated anti-
friction bearings.  It is driven from the suction end and has two shaft seals.
     The casing components are sealed by O-rings.   The pump casings are
held together by external tie rods.  The pump feet are mounted to the suc-
tion and discharge casings in such a manner that the suction casing and
discarge casing can be  rotated in  90° increments to suit the installation
conditions.
   Applications
     Pumps of the Peerless Pumpmulti range meet the specific requirements
of many applications, such as:  waterworks, water supply, boiler feed, pres-
sure boosting, irrigation, high pressure cleaning, heating, condensate sys-
tems, reverse osmosis, chemical, process, and many more...




